A central theme in the bioethical debates of the 21 st century is human enhancement, approached from different perspectives, such as cognitive or aesthetic enhancementhowever, the most provoking approach is that of moral enhancement. A society with a majority of moral people is a historial dream of humankind, and some researchers argue that we may be nearing it. This chapter discusses several conceptual and ethical issues resulted from moral enhancement. It aims to show that today's direct interventions of moral enhancement, which are supposed to make man more moral, fail in their aim to make the world a better place.
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Introduction
As imperfect beings, people have always had the desire to improve their condition: be healthier, be more visually appealing, live longer, be more intelligent and even be kinder, that is, more moral. Because of the scientific progress of the past few decates, these aspirations can become, at least partially, a reality. The purpose of new biotechnologies is not solely curative and aimed at the treatment of major medical conditions or disabilities; new biotechnologies now also aim human enhancement. Science now offers possibilities which were unthinkable a few decades ago with respect to the enhancement of certain characteristics of the human naturepossibilities which allow people to be "better than well" [1] . The concept of human enhancement is increasingly present in the academic environment, although it is used in a variety of methodswhich leads to the conclusion that it is not clearly understood. Some specialists use it when referring to interventions which increase or intensify certain capacities. Others are more restrictive and use it exclusively for the description of those interventions which go beyond the medical fieldthus, they create a border line between therapy and the extension of human capacities beyond therapy. In Beyond Therapy [2] , the President of the Council on Bioethics defined enhancement in contrast to therapy, arguing that enhancement is the usage of biotechnological power to modify, through direct intervention, not the processes of disease and illness, but the "normal" functioning of the human body and mind, in order to increase or improve their native capacities. Chatterjee [3] makes the same distinction, arguing that biomedical enhancement refers to interventions used for the enhancement of certain capacities beyond normal, rather than re-establishing certain functions or capacities lost because of illness. In a functional-argumentative approach, "interventions are considered enhancements … insofar as they [augment] some capacity or function (such as cognition, vision, hearing, alertness) by increasing the ability of the function to do what it normally does" [4, p. 2] .
Biomedical human enhancement aims different zones, such as cognition, memory, certain physical abilities or personality and behavioural traits, thus generating intense debates on the ethics of enhancement. However, the most recent challenge of ethicists is represented by moral enhancement, proposed by some as a solution to the serious moral problems of humanity. J. Săvulescu și I. Persson [5] [6] argue for the necessity to enhance human moral behavior, because, they say, people are not psychologically and morally prepared to face today's global problems. Therefore, they affirm the necessity of moral enhancement methods such as using pharmaceutical products, neurostimulation, genetic editing, or any other type of biological method which can be used for this purpose. Generally, there is a hope within those who support moral enhancement that new biotechnologies could contribute to the construction of a better world through the enhancement of moral reasoning, the increase of pro-social behavior, and the strengthening of moral virtues. It would seem that the benefits of a society composed of as many moral people as possible are evident. But would this be possible? Is this the path towards a moral world? Is morality an objective for all people?
Before answering these questions, certain conceptual observations are necessary, which is why the following section will discuss the terminology on morality, moral enhancement, and neuroethics.
A terminological frame
In a wide sense, morality may be defined as "beliefs about what is right behaviour and what is wrong behaviour" [7] . However, this definition is somewhat relative and ambiguous. Establishing what is right and wrong in the behaviour and actions of a person is a central theme within debates on the standards of morality. Bernard Gert [8] is sceptical on having a sole definition of morality which could be applicable to all moral discussionsthis is because morality seems to be used in two wide senses: descriptive and normative. Morality is linked to behaviour and authors such as T. M. Scanlon [9] and S. Darwal [10] highlighted the social nature of morality. The intentions and behaviour of each moral agent affects the well-being of others. Therefore, a larger number of moral invididuals in a community would increase the wellbeing of that entire community. The growth of the level of morality is not a new preoccupationit has been present, in a specific form, in the religious sphere since Antiquity, and in monotheistic religions. The novelty in moral enhancement stands in the way it can be realized, through the most recent scientific descoveries such as neurobiology, neuropsychology, neurosociology, neurosciences, pharmacology, and of course medical biotechnologies. The ethical and philosophical implications which appeared within this context led to the birth of a new field, namely neuroethics.
The term "neuroethics" was used initially to indicate certain ethical aspects present in clinical neurology and brain research. Later on, the field and the procedures of neuroethics extended, enlarging its sphere of competence. The introduction and the establishment of the term is attributed to William Safire who defined it as "the examination of what is right and wrong, good and bad about the treatment of, perfection of, or unwelcome invasion of and worrisome manipulation of the human brain... [neuroethics] deals with our consciousnessour sense of self -and as such is central to our being" [11, p. 5] . In her article Neuroethics for the new millennium [12] , Adina Roskies, neurologist and philosopher, proposes an approach of neuroethics in two divisions: the ethics of neuroscience and the neuroscience of ethics. The first division, the ethics of neuroscience is neuroethics as applied ethics. It investigates the ethical implications and questions arised in the research and usage of neuroscientific technology; furthermore, it also investigates whether its applications are in conformity with ethical values and principles. The neuroscience of ethics investigates empirically the biological basis of ethical thought and behaviour and the way in which it could influence ethical thought, as well as the way in which the brain generates thought and moral action. One of the topics of neuroethics, for instance, refers to the way in which intuitions are generated. Which parts of the brain are involved and how does the brain work in order to make a moral agent believe that a particular action is forbidden, allowed, or mandatory? Furthermore, it interprets philosophical notions such as free will, personal identity, intention, altruism, and value judgement.
The study of the brain and the new neurotechnologies have stimulated researchers towards the study of morality, especially concerning the human behaviour and emotional dispositions. But how could one define moral enhancement? What would being "more moral" mean? Several definitions exist on moral enhancement, but there is no consensus on them. Some definitions concentrate on moral behaviour or the effects of behaviour, while others concentrate on the process of moral decision-making, on human virtues, or on cognitive and affective capacities. According to T. Douglas [13] , there are interventions which, in an anticipatory way, will give an individual more moral reasons or behaviours than (s)he would otherwise have had. Karim Jebari [14] understands moral enhancement as an improvement of empathy. I. Persson and J. Savulescu [15] consider that moral enhancement encompasses several factors, such as emotions, empathy, and reasoning. A more precise definition from the perspective of how one can intervene for the purpose of moral enhancement is given by B. Earp și J. Savulescu [16] . The authors discuss moral neuroenhancement which acts directly on the brain and propose the following definition: "Any change in a moral agent-effected or facilitated in some significant way by the application of a neurotechnologythat results, or is reasonably expected to result, in the agent being a morally better (i.e., more moral) agent" [16, p. 4] . H. Wiseman proposes a more concise definition for biomedical moral enhancement as following: "Some technological or pharmacological means of affecting the biological aspects of moral functioning, to boost what is desirable, or remove what is problematic" [17, p. 6] . However, beyond all the nuances of these definitions, the collective element in them is the scope of moral enhancement: the correct moral behaviour.
Is there a biological basis of morality?
The studies on the biological basis of thought and ethical behaviour have inevitably led to the question of whether there exists a biological basis of morality. In fact, the question regarding the origin of morality has existed for centuries in the thoughts of philosophers, theologians, and not only. The development of neurosciences, biology, psychology, and genetics, has allowed the empirical approach of certain questions, thus leading to the development of a naturalist frame capable of explaining the biological origin of moral behaviour. The research of the past few years, which explores the connections between the brain and morality, prove that the idea of a biological basis of morality has to be taken into consideration.
The most prominent supporter of the idea that morality is rooted in the biology of the brain is Patricia Churchland [18, 19] . Churchland [18] argues that morality is formed in a neurobiological frame which was submitted to evolutionary and cultural pressures, and modelled through interconnected cerebral processes, which eventually led to moral behaviour. The dimensions of this neurobiological frame are the following:
a. Carerooted in the biological attachment towards family and friends and the care for their well-being b. The ability to recognize psychological statesrooted in the benefits coming from the anticipation of the behaviour of others c. Resolving issues in a social context d. Learning social practices (positive and negative) It is unclear however if the dimensions of P. Churchland are sufficient to answer all aspects of ethical thought. The essential element of moral behaviour is considered to be social interaction. Beyond this however, it seems that our moral behaviour is influenced by biological factors. Therefore, the studies which explore the connection between the brain and morality have led to interesting results: the levels of oxytocin and vasopressin influence high-level social phenomena such as trust, generosity, or punishment. Although Churchland demonstrates that a certain hormone, oxytocin, stimulates prosocial moral behaviour, it does not mean that we can conceive morality as being innate and we cannot, at least for the moment, connect it to a specific gene. However, the argument of the author that morality has biological roots proves that our moral behaviour is not solely motivated by reason. A research conducted by J. Green et al. [20] , done by using functional MRI, has demonstrated the existence of cerebral areas which become active when the subject is involved in the evaluation of moral situations or even when his/her answers are lies.
Other researchers have also focused on this subject and argue for a biological basis of morality. Thus, the studies of an American group of researchers, demonstrated that moral judgement is influenced by genes which produce or regulate the neurotransmitters of each neural system involved [21] . The results suggest that the variation in the oxytocin receptor gene (OXTR) is associated with differences in moral judgement. According to the authors, "these data provide the strongest evidence to date linking variation in a specific gene to variation in moral judgment.." [21, p. 6] . The research done with the help of functional MRI have shown that "true" or "false" arguments activate different areas of the prefrontal cortex [22] .
Research has shown that there is a link between moral thought and the biological aspect, but a gene responsible for morality is yet to be identified. Despite this, studies demonstrate that, on a cerebral level, neural systems allow for a moral judgement, based on neurotransmitters produced by certain genes. Interventions on neurotransmitters have been proven to have significant influence on moral judgement. All this leads to the fact that a biological basis of morality needs to be taken into consideration. If a moral biological basis exists, then moral enhancement is possible by stimulating/inhibiting the biological elements involved. However, it remains to be discussed what exactly influences moral enhancement, moral knowledge, motivation, or moral behaviour. Nevertheless, we consider that the specifics and particularities or morality are not given by biology. What biology offers, especially through the action and adjustement of neurotransmitters, are certain tendencies towards action, such as a sense of correctness, empathy, care for others, respecting rulesin other words, the general ability to develop a moral system. The specific rules we apply in our society are not given by biological data, but are given by moral agents.
Types of moral enhancement
The promoters of moral enhancement (most of whom consider traditional moral education to be inefficient) argue that biotechnological means should be used in order to increase the level of morality and strengthen humans from a moral point of view. Their argument is mostly related to the benefits this would bring to communities. If the genetic and biological influences on decision-making and morality are well understood, their enhancement with with certain products and technologies could be considered. Accoding to recent studies (V. Dubljevic și E. Racine [23] ), direct interventions on moral enhancement are divided in two types: neuropharmacological interventions and neurostimulation interventions. Studies have shown that moral judgement is produced through the coordinated interaction of several neural systems, each of which is based on a characteristic set of neurotransmitters whose adjustement can influence moral judgement. Interventions on neurotransmitters can have significant influence on moral judgement. For instance, oxytocin (also known as the "moral molecule") raises pro-social behaviour such as empathy, altruism, cooperation, and trust within the social group [24, p. 150, 190] . Research also suggests that variation in the OXTR (variation in the oxytocin receptor gene) most likely influences moral judgment by modulating the influence of oxytocin in the neuron, pathways that have previously been identified as preferentially supportive of ethical moral judgment [25] .
Serotonin, another neurotransmitter, modifies moral judgement and behaviour by increasing the subjects' aversion towards harming others. Therefore, it could promote pro-social behaviour. Once morality is demonstrated to have, at least partially, a biological support, it could become influenced by pharmacological interventions. Taking as example the aggressive behaviour, studies in genetic behaviour and neurosciences have shown that a biological basis for violence does exist [26] . There are drugs which increase the control of impulse and can thus contribute to the moral behaviour of people. Ritalin is the drug which reduces violent impulses and contributes to moral enhancement by increasing the capacity to concentrate and think more deliberately on how to resolve issues and conduct ethical analyses. Modafinil also increases pro-social behaviour, such as empathy, cooperation, and trust [27, p. 2, 3] . Antidepressants (SSRIs -selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors) generally reduce aggression and seem to make people more cooperative, sensitive and less critical towards their peers. Amphetamines can be used to increase motivation of action. Neurosciences now seem to be able to explain, largely, the functions and biology of the brain, so that the neurotransmitters which are not doing their "job" correctly can be pointed out. Should one be depressed, they can receive antidepressants; should one be antisocial, they can rely on products which adjust the balance of neurotransmitters and reduce violent impulses. Could the "morality pill" strengthen self-control, empathy, goodwill, while also decreasing violent tendencies?
Besides neuropharmacological interventions, morality can also be enhanced by direct interventions on the brain with the help of noninvasive neurostimulation technologies. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), which is the less invasive, transmits magnetic impulses through the brain. A study conducted in 2006 concluded that this treatment can influence the way people respond to moral dilemmas. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) uses direct electrical currents to stimulate specific parts of the brain. It can increase cooperation and neuroplasticity, favouring the learning of prosocial behaviour [28] . Previous studies have shown that this treatment can influence the way in which people respond to incorrect offers and duties which imply moral judgement. Experimental neurostimulation has demonstrated that these treatments make people more involved in utilitarist judgements, from a moral point of view. Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a neurosurgical procedure (which involves implanting electrodes in areas of the brain) which some believe can increase motivation [29] , [30] . Cabrera et al. [31] highlights that using DBS, TMS and tDCS may produce headaches and can affect the personal identity in ways which cannot be anticipated (such as changing the thinking pattern).
J. Savulescu proposes a revolutionary technology for the purpose of moral enhancement, that is, genetic screening. Savulescu argues that when using in vitro fertilisation, parents have the moral obligation (not only liberty) to choose the embrio which can lead the life with the most well-being. The obligation is moral, not legal [32] . Genetic screening also implies the moral obligation of choosing the most ethical children: "Indeed, when it comes to screening out personality flaws, such as potential alcoholism, psychopathy and disposition violence, you could argue that people have a moral obligation to select ethically better children..." [33] .
For the moment, human enhancement is the "hands" of pharmacology, but it will soon be linked to genetic engineering, nanotechnology, neurosciences, virtual reality, and other emerging fields, making its study increasingly challenging.
Moral Enhancement or Moral Treatment?
Recent debates focus on the difference between moral treatment and moral enhancement. Some philosophers argue that there is a difference between increasing the moral behaviour from an underdeveloped to a normallydeveloped level and from a normally-developed to a highly-developed level. Others define moral enhancement as any type of moral bettering, without using an average level to which moral abilities would be linked. N. Agar [34] , for instance, considers that moral enhancement only refers to interventions which increase moral abilities to a level above the one already observed. N. Agar [35] also observed that therapeutical interventions can eventually modify deficiencies, while they can also "produce unbalanced excesses when used to enhance beyond human norms" (p. 369). Therefore, the two terms (moral enhancement and moral treatment) are different and should be used accordingly.
DeGrazia [36] defines enhancement as "any deliberate intervention that aims to improve an existing capacity, select for a desired capacity, or create a new capacity in a human being" (p. 1). This definition covers both biomedical and non-biomedical enhancement (such as education). Horskötter et al [37] argue that the interventions meant to restore normal moral abilities in subjects whose moral functioning was pathologically affected should be included in the sphere of moral treatment, not enhancement (p. 27).
The distinction between moral enhacement and treatment raises several issues. One of them is the normative level, as it implies the introduction of a level of normality between the insufficient moral functioning and the aboveaverage moral functioning. Moral treatment would lie below this level of normality, wheareas moral enhancement would be above the level. There is no consent so far on where this average (normal) level of moral behaviour is situated. The question is: HOW does one determine the normal functioning limits of moral abilities? Which types of behaviours and disfunctionalities classify one person below the level of normality?
A distinction of the interventions used in both moral treatment and enhancement may also be necessary. However, there are cases when the same type of intervention (such as pharmaceutical) may be therapeutic at first, but once the person reaches the average level of morality, the intervention becomes enhancement. Therefore, when do we define intervention as a means of treatment or as a means of enhancement? Furthermore, there may be cases when an intervention with pharmaceutics has moral enhancement as side effect. Does that person want to be enhanced morally or is his/her choice violated? Should we consider that everything below the level of normality belongs to the treatment sphere, immorality may be justified as a medical issue. Who should determine whether one is normally moral? Or, when should normal functioning be diminished so as to enter the pathological sphere? Could emrbio genetic selection of the most ethical children be justified, as proposed by J. Savulescu? This work is not written from this perspective, but we consider that in time, as biotechnologies develop and the conceptual apparatus is better defined, the distinction between moral treatment and moral enhancement will bring new theoretical and practical clarifications.
Is moral enhancement possible, permitted, or mandatory?
As seen above, moral bioenhancement is possible through several means, at least on an individual level. For now, enhancement technologies are still in the early stages of development or they are still purely theoretical. Nevertheless, some pharmaceutics with medical prescription (drugs, pills), some supplements or stimulation devices (such as transcranial magnetic stimulation) are already used and available on the medical or black markets. Furthermore, some pharmaceutics with medical prescription, used on the wide scale, influence the moral behaviour of consumers. Neil Levy et al. [38] point to three drugs which modify moral decision and behaviour: propranolol, antidepressants (SSRI), and products which influence oxytocin. Similarly, a study conducted in 2013 by Terbeck et al. [38] concluded that subjects who use propranolol (for high blood pressure), men and women, are "more likely to judge sacrificial actions as morally unacceptable." Propranolol influenced morality especially in terms of personal dilemmas and seemed to increase aversion towards hurting others. Furthermore, "subjects who took propranolol were more likely to make deontological judgments, and to reject contrary utilitarian solutions to moral dilemmas, but only when these utilitarian solutions involved 'up close and personal' harm to an innocent victim" [38] .
Antidepressants reduce aggression and may influence people into being friendlier or more sensitive towards others' pain. Pharmaceutics, like Ritalin and Adderal, improve the control over impulses in children with attention deficits, reducing violence. However, improving a characteristic involved in moral action may lead to diminishing another or even to immoral choices. For instance, increased self-control could lead to the lack of risk taking. Oxytocin was proved to enhance altruistic behaviour and empathy, but only within one's social group [39, p. 190 ]. Oxytocin could diminish cooperation with members outside the group, such as rasial minorities, promoting selective ethnocentrism, favouritism, and even aggression towards other groups [40] . Ruud ter Meulen highlighted that while some medicine can increase moral behaviour, others (or sometimes the very same) could have the opposite effect [41] .
The preoccupation with this field, as well as the studies which showed that chemical substances in the brain can affect certain judgement and moral decisions, have stimulated imagination, thus discussions on the "morality pill" increased after the year 2011. Although a pill which could improve moral behaviour seems closer to fiction, Guy Kahane argues that although the field is only in its incipient phase, "it is very far from being science fiction" [42] . Kahane says that scientists will develop this type of medicine and will create new ways of ingesting them, giving the example of oxytocin taken as nasal spray [42] . Although we are yet to buy the "morality pill," the possibility of moral enhancement with the help of pharmaceutics generated debates whether such interventions should be permitted or if the obligation of moral bioenhancement should actually exist. The supporters of moral bioenhancement often give arguments on the benefits of strengthening prosocial behaviour, such as the inclination towards empathy, collaboration, aggression reduction, etc. The diminishment of acts of violence and of antisocial acts in general would imply a reduced number of incarcerated people. However, we highlighted before that strengthening some characteristics may lead to the diminishment of others and create imbalances which can generate immoral acts [43, p. 150]. Persson and Savulescu [44] [45] argue that moral enhancement should be mandatory. Savulescu argues for genetic screening, which may be a new form of eugenics [46] . He also states that "if safe moral enhancements are ever developed, there are strong reasons to believe that their use should be obligatory, like education or fluoride in the water, since those who should take them are least likely to be inclined to use them. That is, safe, effective moral enhancement would be compulsory."
Therefore, we consider that moral bioenhancement, on an individual level, will be possible, but within a timeframe which cannot be predicted. As seen, bioenhancement already exists, in certain incipient forms. Biotechnologies in the field of neurosciences and genetics is progressing so rapidly that what seemed impossible just a few decades ago, is now possible. The major interest for the study of the brain is reflected in the large budgets allocated to research projects so that while the 20 th century was the century of the DNA, the 21 st century may be regarded as the century of the brain. We mention within this context the Human Brain Project, with a budget of €1 billion over ten years (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) (2017) (2018) (2019) (2020) (2021) (2022) (2023) , with support from the European Commission and from other partners including universities, industries and Member States' own programmes, and with the implication of over 400 researchers from 24 countries [47].
From individual moral enhancement to the moral enhancement of humanity?
Most definitions state that direct moral enhancement refers to interventions done on people individually. However, some scholars also include the interventions done on groups or even on humanity, in general. I. Persson and J. Savulescu discuss the improvement of the moral character of humanity. The enhanced characteristics which they discuss the most are altruism, trust in the members of the group, empathy, self-control (in the sense of reducing violence and anti-social behaviour), the will to cooperate, etc. As already obvious, the aim of these characteristics' enhancement is pro-social behaviour. However, definitions may differ with regard to the aim of moral enhancement. T. Douglas [48, p. 3] defines moral enhancement as the interventions which give a larger number of motivations and moral behaviours to an individual than (s)he would normally have. I. Persson and J. Savulescu argue for the enhancement of humanity through the moral obligation of selecting more moral children: "The genetically programmed child is in production ... People have a moral obligation to select ethically better children'' [44] [45] . This implies to genetically examine embrios with the scope of determining which one has superior ethical qualities. What happens with the less ethical embrios? The moral enhancement of humanity would be based on a procedure involving genetic screening and selective embryo abortion. Such a program is contested and considered immoral by both some bioethicians and religious groups. The two authors nevertheless consider that methods should be put forward to enhance morality through pharmaceuticals, genetic editing, or any other method. The supporters of bioenhancement thus hope that new biotechnologies could contribute to a better world by improving moral reasoning, pro-social behaviour, and the strengthening of moral virtues. But would this be possible in reality? Would this be the path to a more ethical and moral world? And, furthermore, is morality an objective for all people?
The products and procedures mentioned above are debatable not only from a moral point of view, but also from the point of view of their production methods and their (side) effects. Although they seem to offer benefits to the society, they can have negative, unthought-of results. Because the ethical problems resulted from moral bioenhancement represent a large theme and are not the main purpose of this chapter, the following part will present a summary of some of these problematic aspects: favouring abuse; individual freedom; personal identity and undermining authonomy; lack of moral diversity and debates; the overestimation of moral enhancement; paying less attention to side effects, risks, and safety; a new eugenics by "projecting" moral children and embryonic selection; the risk of having, in time, the obligation of moral enhancement; the lack of freedom to act in an immoral way.
Why is bioenhancement not the path towards a more ethical world?
This section discusses the possibility of global moral bioenhancement starting from interventions such as the usage of pharmaceutics, neurostimulation, or genetic editing. Our premise is that moral bioenhancement, applied on the level of humanity, is not feasible. The interventions subtly influence pro-social behavior (empathy, lack of violence, voluntary action, etc.). However, morality is much more than this and cannot be reduced to its pro-social dimension, regardless of how important it is. Therefore, a broad definition of morality is needed, which would also encompass a set of universal and desirable virtues and traits capable of being enhanced. However, who should determine, globally, what is moral and immoral? This set of virtues and principles should be mandatory and accepted by everybody. We should also not neglect people's religious beliefs, which are different and solid. Therefore, before moral bioenhancement is implemented globally, a series of debates on global ethics should take place. Of course, bioethics had its path opened through Principlism, being a set of universally-applicable principles coming from collective morality. But moral bioenhancement raises specific ethical issues. If the project fails globally, two separate groups of people will exist: enhanced and non-enhanced, that is, moral people and the rest of them. It is known that there is no moral gene. However, researchers argue that biology (for instance, through the levels of oxytocin) can influence morality and external interventions would thus adjust/modify moral levels. Should those with low speficic biological values (such as oxytocin) be considered immoral? Which authority would determine the average level of these biological values beyond which a person would be considered moral? And how could such a procedure be controlled globally so as humanity would be enhanced? For the moment, this is an impossible endeavour. External interventions on neurotransmitters can lead to change in behaviour, but they do not change who the person is, they do not make that person better in his/her essence. Giving up on farmaceuticals, for instance, would most probably lead to the person going back to his/her original state. Who would have the global or even local control of such a process? Of course the benefits of a moral society are numerous, if its members voluntarily choose enhancement. They should be allowed to choose, not be manipulated or have paternal interventions inflicted on them. There will always be people who will not wish to be moral.
The solution of J. Savulescu and I. Persson is that of genetic screening, argued to be a moral obligation of parents who choose in vitro feritilisation. Would non-ethical embrios then be destroyed? Such a procedure is rejected by people with profound religious beliefs. Some issues still remain: that of taking responsibility, standardizing, and applying on global level. Even so, there will be children conceived naturally, born from unethical parents, who cannot, for the moment, be genetically screened.
Furthermore, there is the issue connected to the efficiency of these interventions, brought into attention by Veljko Dubljevic´ and Eric Racine [49] . They studied previous research done on using enhancement technologies, evaluating both their effects and the way in which they can be practically applied. Their conclusion is the following: "the predicted effects of state of the art of neurointervention simply do not materialize ... In sum, an analysis of current interventions leads to the conclusion that they are blunt 'instruments:' any enhancement effect is unspecific to the moral domain" [49, p. 348 ].
Conclusion
The field of neuroethics is not only an emerging one, but is also a challenging one as it has a tremendous dynamics, in the context of the development of other connecting fields which it intersects. Moral enhancement has a special place within debates, with some being interested in the enhancement of the individual, and others seeing it as way of making the world a better place. Athough some researchers argue for clear effects on human behaviour generated by neuropharmaceuticals, others argue in the complete different direction. We think that the possibilities of moral enhancement are somewhat overestimated which leads to exaggerations (at least for the moment), such as the enhancement of humanity. The risks of the interventions are numerous and the ethical problems remain unsolved. We do not exclude the possibility of moral enhancement (such as in the case of violence and not only), but it should be done through objective analyses, while trying to avoid excess on each side. Of course biotechnologies and pharmaceuticals can be an important resource for solving several moral problems, but only on an individual level, not on a community or global level. Once technology reaches a certain level, the advance in research cannot be stopped, but as much as moral enhancement progresses, we consider that it cannot replace traditional moral education. Education creates a change within the being, in its essence, and is accessible to everyone. Nevertheless, the "morality pill" may be closer to its achievement than we imagine, and if so, no boundaries can stop it.
